WBMS PIE MEETING 3/9/2020
Attendance: Kim Lewis – WBMS PIE President, Stacey Aldridge – WBMS PIE Vice
President,
Marcie Curry – WBMS PIE Treasurer, Bonnie Schatz –
WBMS PIE Secretary,
Stephen Fowler – WBMS Principal,

- Kim handed out PIE meeting notes

-Water bottles. Never have been allowed it just started happening. Flower explained
that he had to ban them because of students spraying each other. Mainly the 8th grade,
but there were 4 incidences. They are also being left in the cafeteria or just laying
around. No water bottles are permitted outside of cafeteria or gyms.
Refill station is allowed we are getting only one for now will be outside of the gym.
Olivia Greeneisen, a 7th grader, came to present a slide show that she is wanting to send
out to local businesses for the purchase of the second refill station. Olivia stated that
the student fundraisers made $116 their first fundraiser and $122 the second. Saxton
will be getting the difference to purchase the first unit.

-Yankee Candle: Kim emailed about the % rate we received for our profit. If you
combine our sales we should have received closer to 40%. Kim will contact Diane again
about this. Wondering if they didn’t combine online sales. Product should take 2weeks
then ship time. These funds were to all go towards Project Lead the Way. That only
outs us at half of what we needed. Fowler stated that would be fine because the
project has enough eliminating one building and some staff.
-8th grade t-shirts for field trip to Washington D.C. Forms being sent out to science
teachers. Becky is making design. Return by April 3rd. Will be done by beginning of
May.

-Under Armour: Sale ended March 6th. Kim texted Eric today haven’t heard back yet.
-Pizza rolls: We discussed the previous plan, but decided since the rolls cost us $2 ea
and several other areas groups are selling them right now at $2 we would make no

profit at all. We could raise the price, but that would either get no sales or people may
be upset that ours are more.
We decided to cancel the idea of pizza rolls for now. Instead we brain stormed on
several other ideas for fundraiser. Ones that will be easy and cost almost nothing. We
will continue to work on these ideas to start within the next month or so. We are
leaning towards raffles baskets for the students that contain privileges they can use.
We are also thinking of selling easy items like decals or pop sockets. Marcie will reach
out to someone she knows named Alicia who does this kind of work.
-Teacher appreciation is coming up the week of May 4th+-8th. Lunch will be provided
and student council will do desserts. Fowler would like us to reach out to Andrea
Gregory who helped at the Knox teacher appreciation event. She did an amazing job
and would be perfect.
-Marcie handed out current balance and income sheets. She cut the check for our
portion towards PLTW. We still need to figure out the buses for field trips.

-Next PIE meeting is April 13th at 3pm

